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Introduction
VIVO for Historical Persons (VIVO4HP) is an
experiment to re-use and extend the VIVO-ISF
ontology to accommodate historical persons, using
early Stuart diplomats (1603-1649) as a use case.

Mission events

Presentation & discovery

Including these events were important to representing
diplomats’ careers. We modeled them with an extension
of VIVO-ISF’s reified Relationship class, plus optional
Role and Event modeling:

We encountered more presentation-related challenges
in the second and third stages of our work than in the
initial manual data entry stage:

VIVO is an open-source semantic application that
represents modern scholars, their interests, activities,
and accomplishments. OpenRIF’s VIVO-ISF ontology
interlinks this biographical data in meaningful ways to
enable discovery, analysis, and visualization of
scholarly networks.

• Most of our ontology extensions involved multiple
classes, which required adding VIVO faux properties
to render cleanly on the profile pages

VIVO4HP extends VIVO for a humanities use that
corresponds closely to its original purpose. It:

• RDFS labels could be made more meaningful by
improving source data or writing scripts to create
more descriptive labels

• Some of these ontology extensions would benefit
from VIVO custom list views and forms for improved
display and efficient manual data entry

• Investigates whether VIVO can be reasonably
adapted to represent and facilitate discovery of
biographical data about historical persons
• Makes the data available as LOD, a flexible format
that encourages data sharing and integration

Data
Our current work focuses on historical persons
belonging to a specific professional community – early
Stuart diplomats.
The test data are derived from:

VIVO-ISF extensions for diplomatic mission modeling
VIVO4HP demo web site with ODNB and mission data ingest

• The Oxford Dictionary of National Biography
(ODNB), for biographical data

Conclusion

• A Handlist of British Diplomatic Representatives, for
event data on the diplomats’ missions

Adapting an application and data source meant for other
purposes to a new use is challenging. However, the
VIVO web application, VIVO-ISF ontology, and Karma
data integration tool provide a promising solution for
representing data about early Stuart diplomats.

Methods
We are undertaking this work as an iterative multistage process:

Our next steps will be to:
• Flesh out the profiles by importing more ODNB data

1. Manually create sample profiles to identify issues in
the:
•

Source data

•

VIVO-ISF ontology

•

User interface

• Continue iteratively to adjust the mapping, data
models, and UI to the ODNB and missions data
VIVO-ISF extensions for Historical Persons as seen in Protégé

2. Make adjustments to address gaps

Data mapping & transformation

3. Automatically ingest ODNB data into VIVO

We used the open-source Karma data integration tool to
automate the mapping and transformation of the ODNB
XML and mission event CSV data to the VIVO-ISF
ontology with VIVO4HP extensions.

4. Augment the profiles as necessary from other data
sources

Results
Ontology extensions
Historical dates
Given the challenges of dating events in the lives
historical figures, we needed the option to express dates
like birth, baptism, death and burial in a nuanced way:
• As a range or with multiple alternatives

The availability of unique, persistent ODNB identifiers
for people and unique identifiers for missions proved
useful in minting linked data URIs.
While Karma fulfilled most of our needs with its flexible
Semantic Type mapping and PyTransform functionality,
we still encountered a number of challenges, e.g.:
• Transforming historical dates
• Mapping hierarchical structures in the ODNB XML

• With indicators of uncertainty such as approximate
(circa), questionable, before, and after modifiers
Dates were
represented
with existing
VIVO-ISF date
modeling
patterns and a
few ontology
extensions. We
used the opensource Protégé
tool, exporting
OWL files for
use in Karma
and VIVO.

• Augment the resulting profiles as necessary from
other data sources
We plan to continue to share the output of these next
stages of our work and hope it helps others represent
historical persons in the online environment.
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Contact information
• home: https://github.com/openrif/vivo4hp
• demo: http://demo.vivo4hp.org/
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